Consejería de Educación y Deporte

INFORMATION SHEET FOR LANGUAGE ASSISTANTS

SCHOOL DATA

Secondary school “Fernando de los Ríos”.
- Address : 15, Nuestra Señora de las Candelas street. (Málaga)
- Telephone number : 34/951 29 84 39/45.
- Email : 29700503.edu@juntadeandalucia.es
- Location :
https://www.google.com/maps/place/IES+Fernando+de+los+
R%C3%ADos/@36.6872775,4.4526171,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0xd72f9c530fe3bb
9:0xc17e6d56e59273fd!8m2!3d36.687274!4d-4.4504177

Contact of the reference person(s)

In case you need to contact the headmaster or the person that
coordinates the language assistants, you can do it in the
following e-mail:
29700503.edu@juntadeandalucia.es

Education level

- High School (12-18) (the language assistants work with
students from 12 to 16).
- Vocational Training (from 16)

Collaboration subjects/modules of
the Language Assistant

-

P.E. (physical education)
Biology and geology
Geography and history.
Physics and chemistry.

Information about the town and/or Málaga is located in the south of Spain. It is a coastal city
neighborhood
famous by its beaches, cultural offer, cuisine and its people´s
hospitality.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIJAJvfJ4cg)

You can find a lot of facilities here since Málaga is a very
populated city. You can take the public transport and be in the
centre of the city in 20 minutes. You will find a lot of cinemas,
shopping centres, museums, restaurants,… . Furthermore,
being a tourist city, you can meet people from other countries
very easily. There are bars in which language exchanges are
offered.
Our high school is placed in an area in which there are other
schools, so it´s easy to meet other language assistants.
(https://www.malaga.eu/)
Getting to school

- https://www.emtmalaga.es/es (buses)
- https://metromalaga.es/ (tube)

Accommodation

Since Málaga is a tourist city it´s recommended to share a
flat. Málaga has a lot of neighbourhoods and a big university.
So, you may find a flat to share with students or even with
teachers that come from other cities to work here.

- Where to live in town?

Contact with
Assistants

other

Previous
Experiences
Language Assistants

Language There exist several apps to contact other language assistants.
For example : in Facebook : language assistants in Málaga.
We can also make you contact other language assistants that
worked with us before.
with So far, our experience with the language assistants has been
fantastic !!
All of them came for a year and they repeated the experience
for a second time/course.
https://iesfernandodelosrios.com/welcome-emily-and-nicole/
https://iesfernandodelosrios.com/good-bye-dave/

